Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGM_John says:
Action: AT appears in TR

MO_Asimov says:
::: In TR.. approaching the AT with tricorder ::

Tempator says:
@:: leaves aiming the XO :: XO: Nice joke, isn't it?

MO_Asimov (Tricorder2.wav)

TACLorien says:
::walks off the TL into the bridge, usually a member of the Gamma shift, working Alpha today::

Althera says:
::looks around the TR::~~~Tempator: It's so... different~~~

CMOLinard says:
@ ::fights hard to come out of unconsciousness and stirs faintly::

Host XOmathews says:
Tempator(Dario): Anna's idea?

MO_Asimov says:
:: scan Dario and Anna ::

Tempator says:
Mathews: Yes.... I helped her also

Host AGM_John says:
Action: no abnormalities on scans

FCO_Milan says:
:: observing the bridge crew, keeping an eye on his console::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::on bridge waiting for report from AT::

MO_Asimov says:
:: approach Linard.. scan her ::

Host XOmathews says:
Dario/Anna: We must report to the bridge

TACLorien says:
::first things first, runs a level 3 diagnostic on tac systems, who knows in which state the last officer left them::


MO_Asimov says:
:: trying to wake her up :: Linard: Doctor.. doctor.. can you hear me ?

CMOLinard says:
::senses Antoine near her and weakly opens her eyes::

Tempator says:
Mathews: Oh.. Sure...~~~~ 

MO_Asimov says:
Matthews: Hold on.. nobody is going anywhere until I examine all of you..

Althera says:
::looks at Tempator then to Mathews::~~~laughs~~~ XO: Austin ::thinks I think that's right:: of course

Tempator says:
Mathews: Oh.. Sure...~~~~ Althera: This guy is quite stupid, isn't he?

Tempator says:
~~~~`

MO_Asimov says:
::See that Linard is waking up:; Linard: Are you gonna be allright ?

CMOLinard says:
MO: wha.........where?........

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: You are back onboard the Hayden..

Althera says:
::removes the helmet of the bio-suit::~~~Tempator: it appears that they all are~~~

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Scans are showing no abnormalities.

TACLorien says:
::retrieves the report from the computer in her screen, looks like everything is fine... for a change::

CMOLinard says:
::shakes off groggy state and sits up removing her helmet::

Tempator says:
:: removes the suit on his new body ::

CMOLinard says:
MO: I feel a little dizzy.....what's going on? Why aren't we on the alien ship?

MO_Asimov says:
::looking at Matthews:: Matthews: Sir, with your permission.. I'd like to do some further test on Susman and Kent, although the tricorder shows no abnormalities.. their bio-sign are not normal.. they might have been infected with something..

Host XOmathews says:
MO: Understood

Althera says:
::kneels beside Kathleen:: CMO: Dr. are you alright? I didn't mean to startle you over there ::trying to follow with the XO's assumption::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::gives up waiting:: *XO* Report!

Host XOmathews says:
*CO*

Tempator says:
XO/MO: come one.. You know that I'm stressed enough to change my bio signs...

FCO_Milan says:
::flinches at the Captains voice, attempts to look smaller in his chair::

Host XOmathews says:
*CO* We are in TR1, the doctor is just checking us

Host CO_Wendy says:
*XO* Acknowledged

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: I would rather not take any chance..

CMOLinard says:
::eyes Anna strangely..remembering faintly what happened:: Althera: yes I'm ok

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Are you gonna be able to walk ?

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Can you download information from the ships' data base to our computers?

CMOLinard says:
MO : I think so

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I believe so, I'll attempt to establish a link.

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Okay than.. Anna.. give Kathleen an hand.. just in case..

Tempator says:
MO:.. Oh.. well.. do what you want ~~~ Althera: grrr.. I'll kick his mind out of this universe ~~~~~

CMOLinard says:
::slowly gets to her feet::

CSO_Gol (Console2.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
Aloud; Okay all.. follow the leader ..

MO_Asimov says:
:; Getting out of TR and heading toward TL ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: I want to figure out what happened to that ship and her crew...

FCO_Milan says:
::notices a little red light on his console.... looks startled, pushes a few buttons and everything settles down to normal.. just a glitch in the system::

TACLorien says:
::stifles a yawn, this thing about working to consecutive shifts is getting to her nerves::

Althera says:
::tries to smile::~~~Tempator: no, not yet. They will not find anything. Then we can set about our little project~~~

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I've got a link but it doesn't look like there's much useful information there. Do you want me to proceed with the download anyway?

Host XOmathews says:
::follows::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Yes

CSO_Gol CO: Understood. (Console.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: walk down the corridor to the TL ::

CMOLinard says:
::gets out of suit and follows Antoine::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TAC: Send a security detail to sickbay ... just in case ...

Tempator says:
~~~~~ Althera: ok. I think I know how to do that ~~~~~~ :: follows the two ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Waiting for the others to arrive ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Download complete.

TACLorien says:
::notices the FCO is getting bored... ah, if she was at FC she'd have the ship doing loops:: CO: Acknowledged, sir

Althera says:
::follows the MO::XO: There's no need to look so worried. ~~~Tempator: good, you made a wise choice ~~~

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Examine the data and see if you can find anything useful

CMOLinard says:
::heads for sickbay..still mildly disoriented::

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: I can't help it, since our fight you all I've being thinking about

TACLorien says:
*Sec* I need a team in sickbay.

Tempator says:
~~~~~ Althera: The same you did :: smiles :: ~~~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: see the others arrive in TL:: TL: Deck 5..

MO_Asimov (TurboLift.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: Get out of TL and head toward sickbay ::

FCO_Milan says:
::continues checking his systems::

Tempator says:
:: follows the doctor ::

TACLorien says:
CO: I am going over there to make sure everything is all right, sir.

CMOLinard says:
::arrives in Sickbay and puts away medkit...resuming duties::

Althera says:
~~~::smiles:: Tempator: soon... we can act soon~~~ Austin: As I have you. ::enters sickbay with the others::

MO_Asimov says:
::: enter sickbay:: Linard: What do you think you're doing ?

Tempator says:
:: enters sickbay ::

Host XOmathews says:
::wonders why Anna's speech is so expressionless::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Look at Susman and Kent:: Susman,Kent: And don't you be looking at me like that.. Susman, take biobed 1 and you Kent take Biobed 2.. Ensign Ezel will be here in a 
moment..

CMOLinard says:
::looks at MO strangely:: MO: resuming my duty shift

FCO_Milan says:
:: wondering if anyone notice if the ship were to begin to limbo under the derelict::

Host XOmathews says:
MO: What did you see in the scan?

Tempator says:
:: goes and takes the bed 1 ::

TACLorien says:
::decides not to wait more for the CO's answer and walks to the TL... silence means acknowledgment they say::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard; Not yet.. I still need to find out what happened.. ::point to Biobed 1 :: .. take a seat and I'll be with you in a moment..

TACLorien says:
TL: Deck 5

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Their brain electro-cerebral activities was a bit too high for 2 humans..

Tempator says:
:: stands up :: MO: Forget it.. I have to be in Engineering downloading material

CMOLinard says:
::blinks at MO a little annoyed but thinks it might be wise just the same::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::glad TAC took her silence for assent::

FCO_Milan says:
::uses the excuse of a routine course correction to position the ship upside down in comparison to the derelict::

Althera says:
::finishes removing bio-suit:: <Anna>::tries to force the being from her mind.. screaming:: Austin: NO!

Host XOmathews says:
MO: huh?

MO_Asimov says:
:: Push Susman back on his bed:: Susman: Let's to a deal.. I don't tell you how to run engineering.. and you tell me how to run sickbay when I'm in charge..

Tempator says:
MO: I'm getting out and Kent is following me

TACLorien says:
::exits the TL and enters sickbay, two of her officers are dutifully and unobtrusively standing inside, right by the main entrance::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Anna/Althera goes ridged for a second then Althera resumes control

MO_Asimov says:
::Look at Susman:: get back in bed or I will sedate you..

Host CO_Wendy says:
::notes the antics of the FCO ... decides it's a good thing he's keeping sharp and so decides not to say anything::

MO_Asimov says:
:: hear something not unusual coming from Anna's biobed ::

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: Are you ok?

FCO_Milan says:
::feels eyes glaring at the back of his neck and sets the ship stable::

MO_Asimov says:
Matthews: For the moment.. I can't determine exactly what happened to them.. it might just a nervous shock.. but coming from those 2.. I doubt it..

Tempator says:
:: sees he has a lower rank :: MO: You are not going to do anything

CMOLinard says:
::gets up and helps Dario back to his bed:: Temp" but I will Lt.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Approach Anna's bed and run a tricorder diagnostic on her ::

TACLorien says:
::walks over to Asimov:: MO: Is everything fine, doc? ::looks at the CNS, always such a nice woman... looking kind of weird on the biobed::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: We're going to be heading to SB 69 as soon as we're done here ... but I don't want to leave until I have a report from the AT

Althera says:
::can not move for a moment, while struggling for control... shoulders drop with relief when control is regained:: Austin: Of course , I'm well.

CMOLinard says:
Temp: you heard the doctor...now please lie down

FCO_Milan says:
CO: Aye sir ::checks board:: Course plotted and ready.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I have an audio message from the downloaded files.

Tempator says:
CMO: You neither :: moves to Althera's biobed to take her out

MO_Asimov says:
Tac: Nothing unusual for now.. but please.. get out of sickbay.. the room is crowded enough already.. thank you..

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Meanwhile .. .you could help the CSO analyze the data from the ship

Host XOmathews says:
Anna: You look a little ... stressed

MO_Asimov says:
:: Pick up an hypospray:: Susman: Get back in your bed please..

CMOLinard says:
Temp: Dario..this isn't like you...now lie down or I'll call security

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: On audio

FCO_Milan says:
::turns to face the CO:: CO: Yes sir! :: walks over to science station two and begins examining the files::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Yes ma'am.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a faint voice is heard through a lot if static:>.;>:::;..:;:>;.: last log;.;.;:>;.:;.; alien entities >;>;>..;;.;.control ship:.;

Althera says:
Austin: what do you expect? First that ship, now this?

TACLorien says:
MO: I am here on the Captain's request... I'll move out of your way for now, but we're staying. And next time, you can exercise some politeness, thank you ::moves 
back to the door::

CSO_Gol says:
::begins playback::

MO_Asimov says:
Matthews: Sir.. will all due respect.. there is nothing you can do for now.. so please.. leave sickbay for the moment.. I will keep you inform of our progress..

Tempator says:
Linard: You?? Call to security for me?.. In another life! :: moves fast away from Linard ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: Opinions?

MO_Asimov says:
:: thinking to himself.. Security officer.. always in the way ... get back to work ::

Host XOmathews says:
MO: Understood, Dario&Anna: Maybe you two should take the rest of the day off

FCO_Milan says:
::hears the audio message, begins running it through a filter to try and clean up background noise::

Host XOmathews says:
::heads up to bridge::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*XO* We've just recovered an audio log from the ship ... I could use your report...

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: We must get out of here ~~~ ::gets off biobed:: Austin: I like that idea ::starts to leave the exam room::

MO_Asimov says:
:: approach Susman (Tempator):: Susman: Now young men.. listen to me.. please go back to your beds and let Ensign Ezel take a look at you..

CMOLinard says:
TAC: *Linard to security!* please come to sickbay!

MO_Asimov says:
:; Grab Anna::Kent: Not you..

Tempator says:
MO/CMO: See?? A reasonable person.. Mathews is right!.. We need to take the day off

MO_Asimov says:
Dario: that's right.. but before that.. I want to take a look at something..

Host XOmathews says:
*CO* I'm on my way

TACLorien says:
::standing, and watching things develop... pretty boring stuff actually, but what's with Kent and Susman?::

Althera says:
MO: I thought you were through with me.

MO_Asimov says:
Anna: I just need to run one more test..

Host XOmathews says:
::exits TL on bridge::

Tempator says:
MO: NO!. I want to sleep a while. I'll be here later, trust me

CMOLinard says:
Temp: well then you should have plenty of time to get a quick exam

TACLorien says:
CMO: ::approaches Linard:: We are here... are you all right?

FCO_Milan says:
::looking over sensor logs, looking for anything that could fit the description of "alien entity"::

TACLorien says:
::nods at Susman::

MO_Asimov says:
Susman: I'm picking up high level of cerebral activities from your brain and I want to know what's causing.. is that simple enough for you ?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sees the XO arrive:: XO: What do you make of this? CSO: play audio again

Althera says:
MO: Excuse me, but I think that XO Mathews is the one with the authority here, and he told Dario and myself to take the rest of the day off. Not sit around sickbay.

CSO_Gol says:
::plays log again::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a faint voice is heard through a lot if static:>.;>:::;..:;:>;.: last log;.;.;:>;.:;.; alien entities >;>;>..;;.;.controle ship:.;

MO_Asimov says:
Kent: As far as I'm concerned.. Sickbay is a good resting place..

Tempator says:
MO: Yes.. I'm getting annoyed by you.. ~~~~ Althera: Let's knock them all down. I have enough ~~~~~~~

TACLorien says:
::moves away of the MO's way... let him handle the XO, and may the XO not let him do anything::

MO_Asimov says:
Kent,Susman: But if you and mister Susman went to leave absolutely.. than I won't force you to stay..

Host XOmathews says:
CO: Sounds like they were taken over

CMOLinard says:
TAC: I'm fine......I just wanted...........::senses threatening thoughts from Dario::

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: I think you're right~~~

MO_Asimov says:
Kent,Susman: But before you live.. I'd like to put something on you.. just in case..

Tempator says:
~~~ Knocks Asimov down to stun him ~~~~~~~~~~~~`

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: What did you find on the ship ... any sign of alien entities?

MO_Asimov says:
:: Suddenly feeling dizzy:: Aloud: oh.. Oh.. I don't feel so well.. :: fall on the floor ::

Host XOmathews says:
CO: No life signs at all

FCO_Milan says:
::keeps scanning for some sort of unusual readings in the sensor logs::

Althera says:
~~~uses mental powers to stun Nurse Azel & CMO Linard~~~

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a powerful mental pulse stuns all in SB

MO_Asimov says:
:: unconscious ::

TACLorien says:
::falls to the floor, unconscious::

MO_Asimov says:
<Azel>:: fall on the floor.. medical tool in hand ::

Host XOmathews says:
CO: The database said there was a catastrophy on board

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~~~~ Althera: See?? they are too useless when they are awake ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CMOLinard says:
::senses a mind invasion and blocks it:: Althera: oh no you don't...not again!

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: Why was the AT in sickbay?

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: What was the nature of the catastrophe?

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~~ :: helps Althera against Linard :: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Althera says:
::walks calmly out of sickbay:: ~~~Tempator: True~~~

Host XOmathews says:
CO: Lt. Asimov picked up higher than normal brain electrical something

MO_Asimov says:
:: starting to dream of.. feeling somesort of presence attacking his mind.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
CO: That was all that was there

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Linard puts up a good fight but is overpowered by the two of them

MO_Asimov says:
:: wonder what it is.. .. can't do anything right now ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::notes the MO hasn't reported yet:: MO: Report!

CMOLinard says:
::winces..and gets weak......using every ounce of strength....is overpowered and sinks to the floor thinking....not again::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::gets concerned when no answer::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*TAC* Report!

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~~ Althera: I think one of this panels should work, do you? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FCO_Milan says:
::feels nervous by the Captains tone of voice, transfers sensor logs back to FC and sits back down there, ready to get the heck out of their at a moments notice::

Host XOmathews says:
CO: What's going on down there?

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: Yes they should do nicely~~~

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: That's what I'm trying to find out ... did you note ANYTHING unusual while you were on the other ship?

FCO_Milan says:
::glancing across the board. wondering how fast this ship can get to warp 9.975....::

MO_Asimov says:
:: start to wake up a little.. probably because they others use too much power to knock everyone out.. ::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~~ Althera: Please use them as I told you. I'll take care of the humanoids ~~~~~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: can barely open his eye and mouths ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Security* Report to sickbay

Host XOmathews says:
CO: Dario and Anna played a little joke on me by pointing a phaser at me and the CMO fainted

CMOLinard says:
::is in a dreamlike state.....feeling like she is pushing her way through a thick forest::

MO_Asimov says:
:; try to speak:: Aloud: Comp... Comp.. Computer.. activate EMH..

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: A joke? Do they usually play pranks like that?

Tempator says:
~~~~~~`MO: Shut up, you.. Remain of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TACLorien says:
::starts to come around... tries to move her hand and tap her commbadge to call for more security::

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: of course~~~ ::starts working on the panel as Tempator told her::

Host AGM_John (EMH2 - Activate.wav)

Tempator says:
:: puts hands on Asimov and knock definitely down ::

TACLorien says:
::but first, what happened? looks around... everyone but Kent and Susman::

MO_Asimov says:
<EMH> ::taking a look around.. see Susman and Kent ::Aloud: what happened here ?

Host XOmathews says:
CO: No, but I did have a fight with Anna the other day, I think it was because of that

CMOLinard says:
::thickets getting less dense....sees a clearing up ahead...yet still far away::

Tempator says:
EMH: You are not needed here. Computer: Disable that holographic program

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: Then why did Dario pull a phaser?

MO_Asimov says:
<EMH>:: See that there is a lot of people unconscious.. .. go grab a tricorder.. ::


TACLorien says:
::watches the CNS and CEO... what is going on? realizes she needs to know before calling for reinforcements::

Tempator says:
:: thinks: Toooooo primitive ::

MO_Asimov says:
<EMH>: What the..

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: why is that active?~~~

FCO_Milan says:
CO: Sir, excuse me, but that doesn't seem like Dario....

Host AGM_John says:
Action: EMH deactivates

Host XOmathews says:
CO: He was in on it

FCO_Milan says:
::realizes he spoke:: CO: sorry sir. ::turns back to console::

MO_Asimov says:
::: go dream of little butterflies and roses .. ::

Tempator says:
~~~~~~~` Althera: That stupid doctor called it.. :: knocks the TAC again :: TAC: I told you, shut up!!! ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: So you have nothing unusual to report ...no aliens ... only the fact that Linard fainted...

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Captain, I just noticed something rather strange happened in sickbay. The EMH program was brought online, and the quickly turned back off.

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: Is this right? ::continues working on the console::~~~

Host XOmathews says:
CO: You know all I know now

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Has security reported in yet?

TACLorien says:
::makes believe she is out again and tries to reach her fellow security guy's phaser::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Sickbay* Report!

Tempator says:
:: goes to read :: ~~~~~~~~~~ Yes, darling. Nicely done ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Not yet, shall I have a security team check it out?

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: I think it's time we found out for ourselves what's going on in sickbay

Tempator says:
*CO*...... uhhh.. errr... Suuusss.. Susman here, miss... What do you need?

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: You have the conn

Host CO_Wendy says:
::heads to TL ... waits for XO to follow::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, captain.

CMOLinard says:
::makes her way slowly to clearing..feels herself fighting her unconscious state::

Host XOmathews says:
::follows::

TACLorien says:
::grabs the phaser from Lopez, it should be set on stun... she moves quickly while Susman and Kent are giving her their backs, aims at Susman and fires::

CSO_Gol says:
::sits in BIG chair::

Althera says:
~~~::smiles:: Tempator: we need to act fast, these continued calls will bring more soon~~~

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Dario* What's happening down there?

Tempator says:
*CO*: uh... Nothing.. We;re..playing........poker here........

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Loren dreams on....

Host CO_Wendy says:
::thinks, POKER? in sickbay? Has Dario taken leave of his senses::

FCO_Milan says:
::thinks: Hmmm poker... sound fun, too bad no one ever plays poker on the bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
:: still dream of butterflies.. oh.. suddenly see a dark cloud coming ::

CMOLinard says:
::eyes flutter and she feels like she's been hit by an asteroid::

FCO_Milan says:
::begins looking around FC console for a pack of cards::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::thinks there's something not right here:: *CEO* Acknowledged

Host XOmathews says:
CEO: What happened to the CMO?

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CEO* Who's winning?

Tempator says:
~~~ Althera: Sure.. I'll help you with that another panel ~~~~~~~~~ :: writes codes to the main computer using the CE clearance ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: see rain coming and a thunderstorm forming ::

Tempator says:
*CO*: Me, of course

TACLorien says:
::fires again, and again, and nothing happens... everything is blurry::

Althera says:
::finishes her work on the panel:: ~~~Tempator: This is finished. We should move on to the next step~~~

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>


